Maxim

3000

Why?
The most outstanding features of the Maxim 3000™ are its ultra-smooth walls and
spacious interior. With no ledges to collect dust, debris or waste, the Maxim 3000
is able to maintain a clean appearance long after a service call. Inside, the rounded
corners create more open space, and a uniquely contoured tank provides end-users
a more comfortable sitting position. Along with its beautiful appearance, the Maxim
3000 is also incredibly strong. By utilizing blow-mold technology to create twin-panel
walls and a blow-molded front, the cabana is almost indestructible. The cabana is also
strengthened by interlocking corners, a fitted base and an overlapping roof design.
Another clear advantage of the Maxim 3000 is the simplicity of design. It has 40%
fewer parts than a typical restroom, which means there is less to break and fewer parts
need to be stocked for inventory.
Other great features of the Maxim 3000 include deep, well defined corner and roof
grips for easy maneuvering, two strong, vandal resistant door springs, a hanging hook
and shelf for the convenience of users and a built-in mirror.
Overall, the Maxim 3000 requires little maintenance, is spacious and has a very
modern, sleek appearance. Together, these features make it the ideal restroom for
operators and end-users.
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Features
Form fitted to base to
improve strength and
alignment.

Heavy duty vandal proof
door springs.
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Overlapping knuckle for
extra strength against
vandalism.

Unique vent pipe design
incorporates shelf and hook.

PINK

SAND

Specs
Height				

90” (2286 mm)

Width				

44” (1118 mm)

Depth				

48” (1219 mm)

Door Opening			

24” w (610 mm) x 75.38” h (1915 mm)

Floor Area			

818 in2 (5277 cm2)

Tank Volume			

70 gal. (265 L)

Seat Height			

18.75” (476 mm)

Weight				

189 lbs. (85.8 kg)
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